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The anthology Oral Art Forms and Their Passage into Writing, from 2008 and edited
by Else Mundal and Jonas Wellendorf, is based on articles presented at a conference
organized by the Center for Medieval Studies at the University of Bergen in June
2004. It contains 15 articles and spans 225 pages.
In the introduction, it is stated that the articles deal with oral art forms and their
passage into writing. Else Mundal clarifies that the nature of this passage differs from
genre to genre, and from texts written in the vernacular vs. Latin. She argues that
the different type of dynamics between the oral and written may be represented on
a scale. On one end of the scale, she places Old norse skaldic poetry, which “gives us
in many ways direct access to the oral form behind”. On the other end of the scale
are written genres which have no parallel oral equivalents, but which are known to
build on oral tradition, such as the sagas of Icelanders. The articles cover a wide range
of sources, from different geographical areas and from different periods, and aim to
“stimulate the scholarly discussion of the many interesting questions connected to
the oral art forms of the past” (p. 5).
This is a general and open aim, which is certainly achieved – the articles do stim-
ulate and contribute to the scholarly discussion on orality and literacy. however, the
anthology’s potential to function as a coherent book could have been realized to a
greater extent by more explicit editorial statements with regard to the organization
and progression of the articles in the book, interrelatedness between the articles in
the anthology when it comes to theory, method and sources, and the positioning of
the book as a whole within the scholarly debate on orality and literacy in general.
The book is organized fairly loosely. Sometimes two or three articles dealing with
the same type of sources are clustered together, such as studies of the Icelandic family
sagas (Theodore M. Andersson, Gísli Sugurðsson and Tommy Danielsson) and stud-
ies of medieval ballads (Olav Solberg and Jonas Wellendorf). Otherwise the collection
is dispersed and the focus changes from vernacular to Latin and back to vernacular,
from Old norse, to Old English and other vernaculars in central Europe, India and
Egypt, and back to Old norse, from prose to verse and back to prose, from source-
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orientated to more theoretical studies, etc. Such organization does not do justice to
the many internal links between the individual articles and renders the anthology a
random collection instead of a thought-through discussion on the passage from orality
to literacy, which claims part in the international discussion. It has to be said, however,
that similar lack of organizational coherence and explicitly stated aim is often char-
acteristic of anthologies based on conference papers. This does not in any way di-
minish the value of the individual contributions, nor does it prevent the reader to use
the articles dialogically or in light of similar discussion based on other European
sources.
In the following, I will give a short summary of all the articles in the book, fol-
lowing their original order, some of which will be commented in clusters. I will con-
clude the review by some overall comments regarding: (1) the link between certain
features of a text and the text’s oral origin or literate transmission; (2) the nature of
the “passage” from orality into writing, and (3) the interrelatedness between research
on Old norse sources and other European material and the link between these
sources in the medieval period.
As already mentioned, the first three articles, by Theodore M. Andersson, Gísli
Sigurðsson and Tommy Danielsson discuss the Icelandic family sagas. The three seem
to agree that the relationship between the oral and written stages of a work is com-
plicated, but disagree when it comes to the elusiveness of oral tradition. Theodore
Andersson takes up the issue about the truth value of the sagas and the listener’s pre-
occupation with the truth, and argues that the medieval audience regarded the sagas
as true. Gísli Sigurðsson emphasizes the same phenomenon, but adds that, for us, it
is nonetheless impossible to know exactly which aspects of the story were true, and
which were fictional (p. 25). Theodore Andersson discusses also the duration of oral
recitals of the sagas, and claims that the written sagas, or often just fragments of them,
could be retold shortly and tightly or in prolonged sessions depending on the context
and on the story-telling skills of the narrator. An oral narration could thus vary in
style, form and focus, just as a written one. It is thus difficult to classify textual vari-
ations as exclusively oral or literate. This opens up for a flexible conception of the
sagas and the relationship between their oral and written versions. This flexibility is
highlighted also by Gísli Sigurðsson, who points out the contradiction that the saga
tradition was simultaneously ever-changing and ancient, and that it was capable of
taking on new material, at the same time as carrying memories of the distant past (p.
26).
Tommy Danielsson also discusses the question of whether variation is oral or
written, but based specifically on the difference in the prelude of the two versions of
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Gísla saga. he does not focus on the scribal connection between the two versions,
but whether the longer version (S) points back to an oral background to a greater ex-
tent than the short version (M). he argues that the short version points towards oral-
ity by being confused and fragmentary, while the longer version shows glimpses of
the orality through its apparent performability, by including dialogues and dramatiz-
ing to a greater extent (p. 30). But does an effective story-telling construction stem
from the careful construction in writing and smart use of rhetorical tools, or is it due
to the ability of the oral teller to tell exciting stories? Tommy Danielsson attempts to
avoid an either-or position. however, he is reluctant to see textual confusion (as in
the M-version of Gísla saga) as intentional, but argues that the scribe was simply not
as good a story-teller as an oral performer, since he did not have the same range of
tools to dramatize with, such as voice and body language. Written manuscript ver-
sions show the failure of the scribe to reproduce something which the story-teller
was so much better at, and the irregularities are just signs of imperfection of the scribe
and perfection of the oral, rather than deliberate tools of creative scribes (p. 40). With
this statement Tommy Danielsson implicitly responds to and disagrees with
Theodore Andersson’s comment that loose and fragmentary structuring of episodes
is typical of oral storytelling, while good narratological structure represents a literate
stage of work (p. 12). Thus even though both scholars agree that variation can be both
oral and written, the discussion evinces that a single aspect of a text – in this case its
narratological structure and coherence — may be interpreted in various ways, and
should therefore be studied together with other aspects of the text.
Minna Skafte Jensen contributes to the discussion of oral vs. literate variation
and the concept of a true or correct story by studying oral living traditions in India
and Egypt. her main conclusions are that: (1) oral epic can be of considerable length.
It is the recording, transcribing, translating and not least finding the readership for
long written texts that is problematic. (2) long oral narratives are flexible and their
performances vary to meet the demands of the occasion. The studies evince a princi-
ple of recomposition-in-performance, since composition-in-performance does not
exclude memorization (p.50). Interestingly enough, the singers of these flexible and
changeable oral epics maintained that they were singing the song in the very same
way every single time. Both singers and audience believed, then, in the concept of a
true and correct retelling, despite actual oral variation (p. 50).
The focus on the recording process and the preoccupation with the truthfulness
of a source is taken on in the next two articles as well, by Lars Boje Mortensen and
Anna Adamska. Lars Boje Mortensen accounts for the stages of writing narrative
Latin prose, from interview, note making, draft writing, to producing a final literary
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text on parchment. All these processes involved hermeneutical understanding and
adaptation (p. 63). Writing in Latin was an interlingual and intertextual game, an art
form related to oral and vernacular storytelling. The link between orality and literacy
are, in this article, conceptualized on two levels: from spoken vernacular to written
Latin, and from notes/drafts to codex and permanent writing. On both stages, the
passage is from orality to literacy, and vice versa: an oral story conditions a final writ-
ten result, just as literate mentalities, for example, condition a way an oral interview
progresses. Anna Adamska studies sources from East central Europe and adopts com-
parative perspective on social communication. She claims that translation is a central
process for text-production in the Middle Ages, but argues that this is not a transfer
from orality to literacy, but between oral vernacular and written Latin and oral ver-
nacular and written vernacular. These were two different processes, neither of which
were uni-directional nor irreversible, and explain the fact that the trustworthiness of
oral sources did not decrease with the increased use of writing (p. 79)
In the next article, Sonja Petrović is also concerned with placing the discussion
on orality and literacy within a certain social and historical context – in this case it is
Serbian poetics during the common Slavic period and after the Ottoman conquest.
She argues that in medieval Serbia, there was a balance between oral and written
forms. Manuscript tradition was highly developed and literacy was common in every-
day life. After the Ottoman conquest, the book culture was accommodated to the
new situation – manuscripts were produced in monasteries and churches, but there
were also professional travelling scribes, laymen who worked privately (p. 103). At
the same time, the oral tradition remained strong, and it was widespread among all
and not only the illiterate; it was used also for all “genres”, and not only folk material.
Written texts from medieval Serbia are thus products of the contact between orality
and literacy, and the focus should be on the process of realization of the “pool of tra-
dition”, and not on the fixed text in itself.
With his discussion of the style, language and form of Beowulf, Graham D. Caie
takes us back to a topic which was earlier commented on in the three articles on the
Icelandic family sagas – can the style, language and form of a text point to an oral or
written origin? Graham D. Caie points out that it is impossible to distinguish between
rhetorical devices that suggest oral creation, or those that make a written poem sound
archaic and are used as an aid to oral delivery (p.117). When old English poetry is
written down, it retains many of the oral techniques developed by the tradition. But
the same rhetorical techniques, such as calls for the attention of the listeners, front
and end rhyme, references to ancient auctoritas, are also used in Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, from end of the 14th century (p.117). The use of formulas should, there-
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fore, not be confused with oral composition, as they are effective rhetorical tools
used, even in highly literate Latin texts as well (p. 119).
The next two articles by Olav Solberg and Jonas Wellendorf are concerned with
the ballad genre. Olav Solberg studies the ballad as a genre from ca. 1280 to the nine-
teenth century, and discusses how it was instigated and influenced by the introduction
of foreign romances in the thirteenth century and by the political climate between
norway, Denmark and Iceland in the seventeenth and eighteenth century. The latter
factor, on its side, conditioned the relationship between written Danish, spoken nor-
wegian and Icelandic. he concludes that writing influenced the ballad tradition, but
still in many nineteenth-century transcriptions, the booklore was intentionally
avoided and the oral text recreated. In the same time, attitudes to writing and fixed
texts influenced the oral recitation of ballads all through the nineteenth century, as
ballad-collectors, such as Sophus Bugge, explicitly criticized variations and claimed
that some singers are unreliable, an attitude which was felt by the singers as well
(p.131). Once again, it appears that the development of the ballad as a genre is char-
acterized by a two-way and manifold passage between orality to literacy.
Jonas Wellendorf is also concerned with the relationship between the ballad genre
and medieval literature, in this case visionary literature. By a study of Draumkvæde,
he illustrates that the differences between some of the main characteristic of visionary
literature and this specific ballad convey information about the end of the productivity
of one genre (visionary literature) and its translatio and adaptation into a new one
(ballads). This process involves once again numerous passages between various forms
of orality and literacy: recording a vision implies a translation from oral vernacular
to written Latin; the passage from a vision into ballad implies a translation back to
orality, and also to numerous forms of literacies. In these processes the old elements
from the visionary genre are continuously combined with new elements added in
every new reconstruction of the poem (p.146). 
The starting point of the next article, by Bernt Øyvind Thorvaldsen, is that con-
textual phenomena such as various non-linguistic aspects of communication are cen-
tral for the constitution of meaning during a performance. This theoretical start
provides a link to Tommy Danielson’s discussion of Gísla saga. By studying Eddic
poetry in three different textual contexts, in memorial runic inscriptions from the
church in Turinge in Södermanland in Sweden, in Íslendinga saga, composed by Sturla
Þórðarson and in the prosimetrum of the legendary saga Hrólfs saga kraka, Bernt
Øyvind Thorvaldsen concludes that Eddic poetry related to orality and literacy in
different modes, and that the link between verbal and non-verbal elements represent
part of a tradition (p.161).
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The next two articles, by Bergsveinn Birgisson and Guðrun nordal, focus on
Skaldic poetry but in different ways. Bergsveinn Birgisson studies the metaphorical
language of Skaldic poetry as a means to dating the poems, in combination with other
methods. his main argument is that there is a change in the types and function of
metaphors in the eldest poetry vs. younger Christian poems, and that this transition
may be related not only to the passage from heathen to Christian religion but possibly
also to the passage from orality to literacy. he claims that in the eldest poetry, the
metaphorical kennings are constituted by combining contrasting elements, such as
sea, air, earth, fire, or contrasting “semantic frames”, such as wild vs. tame, life vs.
death, weak vs. strong, in order to produce a bizarreness in the picture which is not
found in nature. This bizarreness is not purely aesthetical but functions as mnemonic
aid to evoke mental images and remember the poetry in oral culture (p.167). Such
blending images are not used to the same degree in the younger Skaldic poetry. This,
according to Bergsveinn Birgisson is due to the fact that Snorri, among other repre-
sentatives of Christian authorship and ideology, introduces a new aesthetic of natural
harmony and clarity, and the consecutive popularization of new allegorical metaphors
with abstract topics such as mercy, sin, justice and God. Besides, for Christian poets,
mnemonic rules of bizarre images were not as significant because their poetry was
written and not dependent on living memory (p. 177).
Guðrun nordal’s approach to skaldic poetry is fairly different, if not totally op-
posite. She is not concerned with the dating of skaldic stanzas, but with their actual
use in a manuscript, their applicability in a narrative, and what they convey about the
reception of the prose and the poetry through time (p.199). her case study is based
on text-witnesses of Njáls saga from various manuscripts, but with special focus on
Reykjabók (AM 468 4to) from c. 1300–1325. The varied distributions of the stanzas
in this version of the saga – ten stanzas are incorporated in the narrative, seventeen
are written in the margins with a clear reference to their place in the narrative and
three are written at the end – convey information about various modes of incorpo-
rating verse in a saga. first, some of the stanzas are authentic oral verse from the
tenth–eleventh century and only written down in the thirteenth. Second, some of
the verses were composed and associated with oral tales of Gunnar and the other pro-
tagonists of the saga in the centuries after the events took place and were written
down in the thirteenth century. Third, some of the verses were composed at the time
of the writing of the saga and incorporated in the manuscripts. A forth group of
verses was composed after the writing of the saga and was inserted in some manu-
scripts at a later stage. All these four modes are at play in the early period of trans-
mission and reflect the living reception of the saga. Most of the additional verse
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appears in more than one manuscript. They are therefore no frivolous additions of
one specific scribe, but rather reflect general interest in the use of verse, especially
by some characters and at specific places in the narrative (p.188). The insertion of
verse slows down the narrative, indicates places for reflection, punctuates important
events in the narrative, and therefore evinces a borderline between orality and literacy,
and the interaction between a written text and its audience (p. 200).
In the next to last article, Ljubiša Rajić, draws our attention to another stylistic
device in written texts, namely halvreplikk, or a mixture of indirect and direct speech.
Some scholars have regarded this device as pointing towards literary composition,
while others claim that it is typical of oral tradition. The author argues that this and
other grammatical structures appear mostly in texts related to oral tradition, such as
the Icelandic family sagas and laws, are used more restrictedly in translated court lit-
erature, and not at all in Saint’s lives. Based on that, she concludes that halvreplikk in-
dicates oral tradition and origin to a greater extent than literary tradition (p.206).
finally, Else Mundal takes us back to Eddic poetry, earlier discussed by Bern
Øyvind Thorvaldsen. here, the focus falls on Vǫluspá and the compositional and
structural differences between its versions in Codex Regius (c. 1275), hauksbók (c.
1330s) and Snorri’s Edda. She discusses whether some types of variations may be
characterized as oral, while others as scribal. Some differences such as where stanzas
begin and end, extra lines and half stanzas are more easily explained as oral. On the
other hand, the fact that all the versions have the name of all the dwarfs suggests that
the three versions are related and the link is literary (p. 222). Else Mundal concludes
that the differences between the three versions are too small to indicate that they
were all independent transcriptions of oral tradition (p. 223). She suggests a sort of a
mixed oral and scribal variation, possibly entailing re-oralization in the course of
scribal transmission.
The presentations above reveal that the issue about oral forms and their passage into
writing may be discussed based on a variety of sources, Old norse and European, in
Latin or a vernacular language, from different times and places. The variety in starting
points, approaches, and conclusions is immense. But the book, even though lacking
an inert organization and obvious structure, may be read as a whole as well and in-
spires a search for common denominators, reflections and conclusions. In the fol-
lowing, I will pay attention to three, out of possibly more, recurring topics in the
articles, and attempt a synthesis based on my comprehensive reading of the book as
a whole.
One question which is commented on by several of the authors is whether a cer-
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tain feature of a text may be seen as pointing towards oral origin or literate trans-
mission. The textual features discussed were lexical evidence, such as addresses to
the audience and invitations to listen (Graham D. Caie), narrative structure and co-
herence vs. fragmentarism (Theodore Andrsson, Tommy Danielsson, Else Mundal),
dialogues (Theodore Andersson), assertions of truth (Gísli Sigurðsson, Minna Skafte
Jensen, Lars Boje Mortensen), accounts of oral communication or public reading
(Lars Boje Mortensen, Anna Adamska, Olav Solberg), formulaic expressions and
repetitions (Olav Solberg, Else Mundal), textual context (Bernt Øyvind Thorvaldsen),
the nature of the used metaphors (Bergsveinn Birgisson), the codicological structure
and the mise en page of the manuscript (Guðrun nordal), and various grammatical
structures (Ljubitša Rajić). Most authors conclude that no single textual feature may
point in a single direction – they may all be seen as results of oral origin, but also as
literate tools used by a conscious scribe intending for his text to be orally delivered.
What most of the authors do not do, with the exception of for example Guðrun
nordal, is to consider the significance of several of these aspects in relation to each
other. Guðrun nordal demonstrates that the mise en page of a manuscript, and the
use of verse in itself, may be related to the narratological structure of a prose text.
her conclusion highlights that studying the textuality and materiality of a text in re-
lation to each other brings us closer to understanding the actual medieval reception
of a text in a certain context. Similar conclusions have been postulated with regard
to Old french chansons de geste and verse narratives in general.1 With regard to Old
norse literature, I have elsewhere2 demonstrated the close, but also changing, link
between the textuality and materiality of various versions of one text work, which
indicates not only the varied mode of reception of the work through time, but also a
varied attitude towards presenting and structuring a written text. With its varied em-
pirical evidence and manifold approaches towards orality and literacy, this anthology
opens up for such a discussion, but leaves it unfortunately at the very starting point. 
A second issue which is inherent in all the articles, and also in the title of the book
itself, is the “passage” from orality into writing, and the nature of this passage. The
title suggests, possibly on purpose and in order to provoke, that the passage is nor-
mally from oral art forms to writing. Several of the authors, such as Lars Boje
Mortensen, Anna Adamska, Sonja Petrović, Jonas Wellendorf, however, argue con-
vincingly that the passage is not uni-linear, but two-directional, i.e. that oral art forms
conditioned the recording of written texts to the same degree as literate mentalities
and competence influenced the nature and continuation of oral tradition. In addition,
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if one traces the oral and textual transmission of a genre such as ballads for example,
the myriad of passages back and forward between orality to literacy render the term
“passage” redundant. We are rather witnesses to a constant state of lively interplay
between oral and written forms, a state which certainly changes form and dynamics,
but still lasts from the discussed Old norse Middle Ages to today. further, the in-
terplay is not only between orality and literacy, but involves many other parameters,
such as spoken vernacular vs. written Latin, written vernacular vs. written Latin, a
draft of a Latin text vs. a finalized parchment copy (Lars Boje Mortensen), the
 stylistic requirements of various genres (Jonas Wellendorf), etc. All these processes
constituted and still constitute an invariable hermeneutical interpretation and adap-
tation of old oral or written material to a new oral or written communicative context.
Another related sub-topic which appears again and again in the anthology is whether
the passage, or interplay deduced from medieval sources, is a result of individual cog-
nitive or institutional/collective considerations. Gísli Sigurdsson, for example, argues
that knowledge and learning in oral society was not public property, as in literate
 society. It was preserved and passed on by specific individuals who were dedicated
to learning and to whom people turned to for knowledge, such as lawmen, specialist
on genealogies or poetics. This body of knowledge was ever-changing, depending on
the individuals who kept it and passed it on, and who on their behalf were influenced
by their own environment and literary and cultural horizons (p. 22). This tension
 between individual cognition and collective and social norms is commented on by
Minna Skaft Jensen, Lars Boje Mortensen, Sonja Petrović, Jonas Wellendorf,
Guðrun nordal with regard to different types of sources. The focus on the “passage”
as a cognitive and individual process of translatio, even if seen as an expression of a
collective norm or memory, is fruitful for one main reason. It takes the attention
away from either-or questions such as whether variation is oral or scribal, and it equal-
izes and classifies all types of ‘passages’ (from oral to written form, from one language
to another, from one genre to another) as humane cognitive and hermeneutical in-
terpretations, adapting something old, in combination with something new, to a new
context. All of these observations could not have been reflected in the title of the
book – a title is supposed to briefly hint, tease and entice the reader, which this one
also does. A thorough discussion of the terms in the title, which are also used by
many of the authors, might have, however, been a useful and clarifying starting point,
preferably presented in the introduction of the anthology. 
A final general comment concerns the link between research on Old norse
sources and other European material, and the link between these sources in the
 medieval period. The articles in the anthology focus on Latin sources, Old norse
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verse and prose, Serbian and central European sources, Indian and Egyptian sources.
Only few of the authors, however, such as Lars Boje Mortensen, Anna Adamska,
Olav Solberg, and Jonas Wellendorf comment on the link between Latin and the ver-
naculars, or between different vernaculars. Why would one need to talk about trans-
lations or Latin tradition with regard to the Icelandic family sagas, or Eddic or Skaldic
poetry, one may ask. The main reason is that those involved with writing and book
production in norway and Iceland in the first centuries after the establishment of
writing, were, at least partly, schooled in that tradition. The way they structured and
produced a text in writing was, if not entirely reproducing the Latin model, certainly
framed and conditioned by it. This is not taken into consideration in some of the ar-
guments. Tommy Danielsson, for example, suggests that incoherence and fragmen-
tarism of written sources cannot be seen as deliberate tools of creative scribes, but
rather signs of their poor abilities to retell stories, due to the lack of such para-textual
means as voice and body language in writing (p. 40). narrative incoherence and frag-
mentary reading of medieval texts was, however, relatively common in both Latin
and vernacular traditions in medieval Europe, and were actually used precisely as de-
liberate means, opening for allegorical, ethical and discursive readings of a text.3 An-
other example may be given from Bergsveinn Birgisson’s article, where he argues
that metaphors based on oppositions and a-naturalistic combinations featured most
often in the eldest Skaldic poetry and were absent in the younger Christian verse,
partly because these were based on new Christian metaphorical aesthetics of natural
harmony and clarity (p. 170). As Bergsveinn Birgisson mentions, Snorri himself ar-
gues that metaphors should be created in accordance with the nature of things, and
that mixed metaphors are regarded as stylistically bad. In spite of this, it seems that
mixed metaphors based on dissonance, invertedness and obscurity were appreciated
by Old norse poets.4 In addition, simile was only one aspect of Christian metaphorical
aesthetics, which comprises also argumentation by means of dissimile, oppositions,
and contrasts.5 It is not implausible that this was part of the competence of norse
writers, poets and scribes, at least if judged by the Third and Fourth Grammatical
Treatise,6 where many Latin rhetorical and figurative tools are used as models for ex-
plaining Old norse language and stylistic poetic peculiarities. Even though the
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 difference between norse and Latin poetics is often explicitly commented on in the
grammatical treatises, this in itself evinces how dependent the former was on the lat-
ter.7
Just as Old norse language and literary tradition were neither isolated from nor
only reproducing, but rather adapting and actively responding to Latin and other ver-
nacular languages and literary traditions, the scholarly enterprise on these subjects
should not be pursued in isolation either. The anthology includes research on material
from many geographical areas, but has its focus on Old norse sources. All the studies
and their conclusions remain, however, relatively isolated from each other, while a
comparative outlook on the varied material would have been very interesting and in-
sightful: was the passage from orality to writing similar or different in Scandinavia,
central Europe or other geographical areas? In addition, most of the topics taken up
in the articles have been thoroughly discussed by scholars working on Latin,8 Old
french,9 Middle English10 and high Middle German.11 References to some of these
exist in the articles’ bibliographies, and some of the authors have as a clear starting
point the seminal works of Milman Parry and Albert B. Lord, and Ruth finnegan.
nevertheless, most of this research remains marginal, despite the references, as few
of the results and conclusions in the articles, and the book as a whole, are explicitly
positioned within a grander European historiographical research context. having in
mind the tight links between Old norse, Latin and other vernacular languages and
literary traditions in the Middle Ages, I think, a higher degree of cross-fertilization
in contemporary research may be rewarding and should be pursued. Such an endeavor
would not only show the relevance of research on European material for Old norse
studies, but also render Old norse studies a scholarly field actively contributing to a
better understanding of medieval orality and literacy, and the relationship between
these.
The three final discussions result from my dialogic reading of the book as a whole.
Even though they are not taken up explicitly on this general level by the authors or
the editors, they prove the achievement of the main goal of the book, namely to “stim-
ulate the scholarly discussion of the many interesting questions connected to the oral
art forms of the past” (p.5).
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